Law of Treaties 849-Professors Duruigbo
Title: Professor wills Provide Material

International Criminal Law 774-Professor C. Jackson
Title: Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Seminar: Gender and the Law 804-1-Professor F. Jackson
Title: Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Family Law Immigration -LAW 858-Professor Nguyen
Title: Immigration Law and the Family
Author: Charles Wheeler
Publisher:
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-157370-426

Immigration & Criminal Law 777-Professors Mirza
Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault Title 1X- -LAW 804-Professor L. Johnson
Title: Campus Sexual Assault Constitutional Right
Author: E. Gerstman
Publisher: 2018
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1108-709316
Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault Title IX - LAW 804 - Professor L. Johnson
Title: Williams v Simonson; Case File,
Edition: 2nd
Author: Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein
Publisher: Nita
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1601565532

REGULAR SUMMER COURSES
ELECTIVE COURSES
HEALTH - LAW 787 – Professors K. Moore
Title: Health Care Law and Ethics
Author: Hall\Bobinski\Orentlicher
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-807-3550711

Remedies - LAW 706 – Professors Leal
Title: Equitable Remedies, Restitution and Damages
Author: Kovacic-Fleischer & Love & Nelson
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Required
ISBN: 978-0-0314194930

Mock Trial LAW 828 – Professors Adams
Title: Modern Trial Advocacy and Practice
Author:
Edition: 5th
Publisher:
Required: Required
ISBN-978-1601-56470
Mock Trial LAW 828 –Professors Adams
Title: Example and Explanation for Evidence
Edition: 11th
Publisher: Arthur Best
Required: RECOMMENDED
ISBN-978-1454892519

Mock Trial LAW 828 –Professors Adams
Title: Preparing, Presenting and Writing Your Case
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: Nita
Required: RECOMMENDED
ISBN-978-1601-563330

Mock Trial LAW 908 –Professors Ledesma
Title: Pretrial, Aspen Coursebook
Author: Mauet, Thomas
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Required
ISBN-

Criminal Externship-Juvenile Lifers without Parole-Professor Self-LAW 907-Professor will provide the Material

Criminal Externship-Innocence Project -Professor Dubose-LAW 907-section 3Professor will provide the Material

Civil Externship –for Immigration and LLM Students) -Professor NGUYEN LAW 908-Professor will provide the Material
Mock Trial LAW 927 –Professors Ledesma  
Title: Pretrial, Aspen Coursebook  
Author: Mauet, Thomas  
Edition: 9th  
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer  
Required: Required  
ISBN-  

Mock Trial LAW 927 –Professors Ledesma  
Title: Point Well Made: Oral Advocacy in Motion Practice  
Author: Nancy Vaidik, Rebecca Diaz -Bonilla  
Edition:  
Publisher: Nita  
Required: Required  
ISBN- 978-160-1566218  

Employment LAW 759 –Professor Wilkins  
Title: Employment Law Cases and Materials  
Author: Rothstein  
Edition: 8th  
Publisher: West Publishing  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-03-14-744852  

Employment Law 759- Professor Wilkins  
Title: 2018 Supplement to Employment Law Cases and Materials  

Death Penalty II-LAW 830 –Professors Otero  
Title: Casebook & Materials  
Author: Nina Rivkind and Steven Shatz  
Edition: Latest  
Publisher: West  
Required: Yes  
ISBN: 978-0-314-19956-0
Financial Accounting for Lawyer-LAW 895 –Professors Aitsebaomo
Title: Account for and Finance for Lawyers
Author: Mona L. Hymel (Gilbert law summaries
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes

Seminar in Tax-Tax Controversies-LAW 880 –Professors Courtney Hill
Title: Tax Controversies Practice and Procedure
Author: Leandra Lederman &Stephen W. Mazza
Edition 4th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-59941-672-4

Real Estate Transaction: LAW 722: Professor Kelly Austin
Title: Modern Real Estate Practice in Texas
Author: Cherly Peat Nance
Edition: 18th
Publisher: Dearborn Real Estate ED.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-4754-6376-7

Independence Research LAW 802 –Professors Mouton
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780314146311
Independence Research LAW 802 –Professors Mouton
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes

Seminar: Business Planning LAW 871: Professor A. Jackson